applied technology
overview
No matter what industry they are in or what products they deliver,
companies that develop new applied technologies are a catalyst
to economic growth and serve as an inspiration to others to do
the same. They change the way we conduct business. They help
us communicate better. They improve our quality of life.

firm profile
McMillan is a modern and ambitious
business law firm serving public,
private and not-for-profit clients
across key industries in Canada, the
United States and internationally.
With recognized expertise and
acknowledged leadership in major
business sectors, we provide
solutions-oriented legal advice
through our offices in Vancouver,
Calgary, Toronto, Ottawa, Montréal
and Hong Kong. Our firm values –
respect, teamwork, commitment,
client service and professional
excellence – are at the heart of
McMillan’s commitment to serve our
clients, our local communities and
the legal profession. For more
information, please visit our website
at www.mcmillan.ca.

In today's competitive business world, entrepreneurs and
established companies alike need the kind of expert legal counsel
that can help them transform their ideas into reality, and to build
great products and strong businesses. They need a law firm that
can help them finance and grow their enterprise, while effectively
protecting, marketing and distributing their products to the world.
McMillan's Applied Technology Industry Group is a recognized
leader in addressing the interconnected legal and business
issues that affect both suppliers and users of the full range of
technology products and services in today's economy. Our team
has deep industry knowledge and invaluable contacts in the
investment, regulatory and technology communities, enabling us
to provide a full range of services to virtually every applied
technology sector—from information technology, to aerospace
and defense, to telecommunications.
We help technology companies at all stages of their development,
whether as first-stage emerging companies or as mature privately
or publicly owned corporate enterprises. We assist them with their
entity structure, financing through angel or venture capital
investments, public offerings, joint venture and licensing
agreements, growth through mergers and acquisitions,
intellectual property protection, and dispute resolution needs.

contacts
Karl E. Gustafson, QC
604.691.7427
Charles Chevrette
514.987.5003
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